
Long Range Locators kit
affordable, easy to use long distance gold detectors

LRL kit includes 2 long range gold locators
with carry case.

Our set of gold plated L rods with amplifier
for signal receiver, plus the new Eliminator
e-120 B transmitter with twin function:
frequency generator detector
and mineral rejection filter!

The price we offer the LRL kit is lower
than any other comparable unit,
but the performance is excellent.

Eliminator e-120 B is a long range locator - gold detector, featuring a ground probe transmitter that
amplifies electronically the natural radiation of the selected metal for a reliable metal discrimination.

 Detector function:

Before using the L rods, power on the Eliminator e-120 B, and set the frequency to scan for the desired
metal type. Available frequency selections are gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, aluminum, void and water.
The L rods can be used afterwards as a receiver to trace target signal. The L rods are attracted
to the Eliminator e-120 B signal which stimulates and radiates the buried object.
The other natural false signals, (for example minerals) are weaker and fail to attract the L rods.
The L rods respond to the strongest signal within the range.

LONG RANGE LOCATORS KIT FOR GOLD & METALS



The Long Range Locators kit ( LRL kit ) includes:

Gold plated L rods, Power module amplifier for the L rods with "Y" connection cable,
New Eliminator e-120 B twin function, frequency generator plus mineral / small target rejection filter,

Stainless steel ground probe,
2 x 9 V Batteries,

Carry case,
English instructions manual,

2 years guarantee

 Filter function:

As soon as the L rods pick up an attraction,
Eliminator e-120 B can be set to filter function and validate
the "suspected" target.

Select the desired target size to be rejected using
the Eliminator e-120B rotary knob.

The Eliminator rejection knob when rotated progressively
to the right knocks out minerals, small gold particles,
gold nuggets, coin size, ring size, soda can size objects...

Set the rejection point, wait approximately 10 minutes
and scan again with the L rods.
Minerals and smaller objects ( weaker signals )
are eliminated.
Signals that continue responding worth to be traced.

Comparable to other gold detectors the Long Range
Locators kit is the best value for money.

GDI GEOPHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS
For your nearest distributor visit www.gdi-detectors.com

Email for enquires info@gdi-detectors.com


